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Abstract In this article the trajectory-based evaluation of
multi-player basketball activity is addressed. The organized
basketball activity consists of a set of key elements and their
temporal relations. The activity evaluation is performed by
analyzing individually each of them and the final reasoning
about the activity is achieved using the Bayesian network.
The network structure is obtained automatically from the activity template which is a standard tool used by the basketball experts. The experimental results suggest that our approach can successfully evaluate the quality of the observed
activity.
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Introduction

The objective analysis of player performance is one of the
main goals in the field of sport science. While individual
player’s physical capabilities can be readily tested in laboratory conditions, the team performance can only be observed
during the actual gameplay. This process may include an
advanced statistical analysis based on video recording, but
it nevertheless relies on observation and manual annotation
by sport experts, with the potential risk of becoming too subjective. Moreover, manual annotation is a time consuming
and tedious task, mostly limited either to the academic research or to the teams which can afford a sufficient number
of qualified experts.
This is a reason for an increasing volume of research towards automatic or semi-automatic trajectory-based analysis of human behavior in sports. The ultimate goal of such
research is to develop methods for automatic interpretation
and analysis of team performance, which would present a
concise summary of the team’s and players’ strengths, weaknesses and mistakes. In addition, the same methods could be
used in many other areas, such as sports broadcasting, either
for the purpose of enhancing live broadcasts or facilitating
video archival. In the broader context, similar methodology
could be used in human motion analysis for video surveillance, ambient assisted living, and related areas. Nevertheless, the main focus of this article is the challenge of analyzing the organized team activity on the field.
This paper is structured as follows. The rest of this section describes the related work and the motivation behind
our approach. Section 2 presents the structure of the basketball game and properties of the basketball templates. Sec-

tion 3 describes how the Bayesian network is constructed
from a template. Section 4 presents the recognition results
and other advantages of our approach. Finally, in Section 5
we discuss the results and give the guidelines for the future
work.
1.1 Related work
The analysis of the trajectory-based multi-agent behavior
is an active research domain since the trajectories contain
useful information about the agents’ behavior. Various approaches dealing with trajectory-based recognition and reasoning have been presented in the last decade. For example,
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [14, 8], Fuzzy logic [9],
Finite State Machines [12] or Bayesian networks [6], were
used for modeling the basic logical and temporal relations
of events which are of key importance for the understanding
of the overall behavior.
Although HMMs are a powerful tool for modelling temporal relations, they have proved to be less appropriate for
domains in which multi-agent relationships result in large
feature spaces [5]. Intille and Bobick [6] propose multiagent Bayesian (belief) network which reflects the temporal structure of the activity and uses the temporal analysis
functions and local visual networks for the observable evidence nodes. In the course of the activity recognition these
nodes provide the evidence about the occurrence of the basic events from which the likelihood of particular activity
is calculated. This approach is reasonably successful for
recognizing the type of the activity the team is performing.
However, their visual networks and temporal functions have
to be constructed manually for every single activity event.
This demands a lot of engineering background and is therefore impractical for the everyday use by sport experts.
1.2 Our approach
This paper extends the original idea of multi-agent activity recognition [6] in a way that it can be used by the sport
experts on a daily basis. Similar to [6], we use the multiagent belief networks, detectors of basic events and temporal relation functions, however, in our case the structure of
the network and the temporal relations are automatically obtained from the activity template which sport experts generally use when preparing the tactics of the game [3, 19, 10].
In contrast to [6], where authors use very complex visual
networks to represent the basic activity elements, we use just
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two simple trajectory-based detectors of basic events (move
and screen detectors described in the next section) and three
temporal relations (before, within and around). These detectors proved to be sufficient for the evaluation of the team
performance.
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• Player 4 should first move to the position of the screen.
• After player 4 has positioned himself to the position of
the screen, player 5 should run next to player 4 and use
the screen. At the same time, player 3 should position
himself to the position of screen for player 4.
• Finally, when players 3 and 5 have moved to their new
positions, player 4 should move next to player 3 and use
the screen.
The above description contains all the information that
is important for the correct execution of offensive action.
Therefore, by evaluating how well have the elements been
performed and what where the temporal relations among
them, we could establish the overall score of the observed
activity.
Evaluation of basic basketball elements

In general, the basketball elements can be grouped according to the ball possession to those elements that involve the
ball (dribbling, passing, shooting, rebounding) and the elements that do not involve the ball (player motion, screening,
team starting formation). Since our analysis is based solely
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Structure of the basketball game

From the analytical point of view, the basketball game can
be divided into different game phases, such as offensive
game, defensive game, active or inactive game, etc. These
phases can be additionally divided into game sub-phases according to the type of the phase. For example, the offensive
game can be subdivided into the organized or unorganized
offense and counterattack, and the defensive phase can be
subdivided into zone defense, men-to-men defense and various combinations of the two.
This work focuses only on the analysis of the organized
basketball offense which is the most important segment of
the offensive game phase for basketball experts. This type
of offense can be described as an activity comprised of independent basic basketball elements (e.g. player motion,
dribbling, passing, shooting, screening, rebounding, team
starting formation, etc.), which have to be executed in a particular temporal order [10]. When designing such activities,
sport experts often use basketball templates [3, 19, 10]. Our
implementation of basketball template specifies the spatiotemporal properties of each individual element, i.e. the position where the element should occur and the temporal interval in which it should occur.
Figure (1) shows an example of the template for a simple basketball action called ”Double Screen”. This activity is comprised of four player moves (player movements
along predefined path) and two screens (close contacts of
two players, where one of the players is standing still) and
could be described as follows:

2.1

1 2
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(a)
O4_screen
O4_move
O5_move
O3_screen

(b)
Figure 1: An example of spatial (a) and temporal (b) properties of
a template which represents the organized offensive activity called
”Double Screen”.

on players’ trajectories, we are only able to analyze the elements that do not involve the ball1 . Therefore we determine
the models of the detectors for the following two basketball
elements (screen and move):
• Screen. In the basketball literature, the screen is defined
as a close contact between two players [10], where ideally one player is standing still and the other runs in his
near proximity. Thus a certain interaction among two
players is more likely to be interpreted as a screen if the
velocity of the slower player is low and the distance between the players is small.
Let dt be the Euclidian (l2 ) distance between the two interacting players and let vt be the velocity of the slower
player. The likelihood function of a screen is defined as
∆

L(screen|dt , vt )=N (dt ; 0, σd ) · N (vt ; 0, σv ),

(1)

where N (·; 0, σ) is a zero-mean Gaussian function with
variance σ 2 . We define the quality of the screen as the
likelihood ratio
∆ L(screen|dt , vt )

Sscreen =

L(screen|0, 0)

,

(2)

where L(screen|dt , vt ) is the likelihood of the screen
given the current distance and velocity values (dt , vt ) of
the interacting players and L(screen|0, 0) is the likelihood of an ideal screen.
1 Some of the elements such as dribbling and rebounding are also observable, but since we are not able to determine if the ball is actually involved we regard them as a basic player motion.
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The proximity parameter σd in (1) is set to σd = 1m.
The velocity parameter σv which determines the velocity
of player which is ”still enough” is set to σv = 0.5m/s in
our implementation.

• Move. In the activity template, a player move is defined
as the exact path that a player should follow. The path
is defined by one or more line segments where each segment has a starting point (Ai ) and an ending point (Bi ).
Therefore, we can define the quality of the player’s move
as a product of the distance function from the ideal path
N (dt ; 0, σd ) and the path ratio fpath (t)
∆

Smove (t)=N (dt ; 0, σd ) · fpath (t).

(3)

Parameter dt in the equation (3) denotes the l2 distance
between player and the closest point on the path (perpendicular distance) and function fpath (t) determines the ratio between the path that player has covered up to time t
and the total path

fpath (t) =

M P
t
P

i=1 j=1

−−−→
→
(∆−
xj · Ai Bi )

M
P
−−−→
||Ai Bi ||

,

(4)

i=1

−−−→
where M is the number of path segments, ||Ai Bi || det
P −
−−−→
fines the length of path segment i and
(∆→
xj · Ai Bi )

[←]
respectively according to the equation

tX =

Due to the nature of the probabilistic reasoning model
(Bayesian network) which is used to reason about the activity score, the maximal values of detector outputs are used as
the evidence, which is entered to the evidence nodes of the
reasoning network. The reason for this is that if the current
detector outputs were used for the evaluation, the final estimate of the activity score would be low since the elements
occur in a certain temporal order (not all at the same time)
and detectors outputs return to zero after the elements are
performed. However, the temporal profile of the detector
output is considered in the final estimate through the temporal relation functions which determine the temporal relations
among elements.
2.2

Evaluation of temporal relations

Temporal relations (TR) define the order in which players
should perform the individual basic elements. Therefore
we define three different temporal relations (before, within
and simultaneously) between the two elements (screen and
move):
• Element E1 should occur before element E2. To determine this temporal relation, we first calculate the temporal gravity centers tE1 and tE2 for detectors E1 and E2,

i=1

ti · SX (i)
N
P

,

(5)

ti

i=1

where X ∈ {E1, E2}, N stands for the number of observations and SX (i) is the detector output at time ti . The
quality of the relation before is defined as


0
k · g(tE2 − tE1 ; µ, σ)

tE1 > tE2
,
tE1 <= tE2
(6)
where g(x; µ, σ) is the log-normal function
T Rbef ore =

2
2
1
√ e−{ln x−µ} /2σ ,
(7)
xσ 2π
√
with µ = 4s and σ = 2s and k is the normalization
constant such that g(x; µ, σ) ∈ [0, 1].

g(x; µ, σ) =

The log-normal distribution function is used because we
want to additionally penalize temporal intervals ∆t that
are too short (i.e. shorter than half a second). We assume,
that the ideal temporal interval has a width of approximately 1s.

• Element E1 should happen within element E2. This
temporal relation represents two events, where one of the
two starts and ends inside the other. The score of this
relation is defined as

j=1

defines the sum of the scalar products of current player
→
motion vector ∆−
xj and ideal motion vector of ith seg−−−→
ment Ai Bi .

N
P

T Rwithin =

N
P

min{SE1 (i), SE2 (i)}

i=1

min{

N
P

i=1

SE1 (i),

N
P

.

(8)

SE2 (i)}

i=1

Function (8) is an area-based similarity measure of the
two functions. This similarity is expressed as the ratio
between the cross-section of detector output and the area
of the smaller output which is supposed to happen within.
• Element E1 should happen simultaneously with element
E2. This temporal relation represents two events that
should start and end approximately at the same time. It is
defined as

T Rsim =

N
P

i=1
N
P

min{SE1 (i), SE2 (i)}
.

(9)

max{SE1 (i), SE2 (i)}

i=1

This function defines the ratio between the cross-section
and union of the observed outputs. In case when the
outputs are perfectly aligned the cross-section equals the
union and therefore the result of the score function equals
one.
These three temporal relation functions represent minimal set of functions that are needed to represent the temporal
relations between the basketball elements.
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Building the Bayesian network

A Bayesian network is a directed acyclic graph that encodes
a joint probability distribution over a set of random variables
U = {X1 , ..., XN } where each variable Xi takes on values
x1 , ..., xM . Formally, the Bayesian network for U is a pair
B = {G, Θ}, where G denotes the directed acyclic graph
whose nodes represent the variables and arcs represent the
dependencies between the variables. The second component
Θ, is a set of parameters of the network, which represents
the conditional probabilities P (Xi |P a{Xi }) for all parents
P a{Xi } of variable Xi . Given B we can calculate the joint
probability distribution over U using the so called chain rule
P (U ) =

N
Y

i=1

P (Xi |P a{Xi }).

(10)

Given the joint probability P (U ), we can calculate the
a priori probability P (Xi ) for any variable Xi from U by
marginalizing the joint distribution P (U ) over all other variables from U (see [16, 7] for details). However the main
purpose for building the network is to use it for inference.
In our case, we want to use the network for belief updating, which can be described as the calculation of posterior
probability P (Xi |e) of node Xi given the evidence e which
represents the values of evidence nodes.
In our case, the Bayesian network is used to calculate the
posteriori probability that a certain activity has been executed, given the evidences about the execution of basic elements and temporal relations. The execution of the basic elements is obtained by applying the element detectors to the
player trajectories. The set of detectors could be viewed as a
set of independent referees where every referee has a task to
asses an individual element and the Bayesian network could
be interpreted as the agreement of all the referees about the
final activity score and the validation of individual player
performances.
This article focuses mainly on the structure of the network G since, as experiments suggest, it has a greater impact on the analysis results than the conditional probabilities
Θ. The structure of the network specifies the type of key
elements and the number of key temporal relations among
them. In general, this could be done from training data or
with the help of the basketball expert.
Several approaches concerned with the construction of
the Bayesian network from the training data have been proposed in the last decade [15, 4, 1]. The main problem with
these approaches is that they demand large amounts of training data for building networks with relatively small number
of attributes. For example Cheng [2] used one thousand
test samples for building the network consisting of eight
attributes and more than 10.000 samples for building the
network with 37 attributes. In our case this would mean,
that the same activity should have been repeated at least one
thousand times in order that this type of network construction would be possible. This would take too much time and
is perhaps acceptable for research purposes but is totaly impractical for the everyday use.
Another option is to construct the Bayesian network with
the involvement of a basketball expert. In this case the ex-
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pert’s task is to provide all the information about the relations among variables. The main drawback of this approach
is that the sport expert has to be familiar with the probabilistic theory and the characteristics of the Bayesian networks
or it has to collaborate with a computer expert who is familiar with the previously mentioned concepts. In later case
the computer expert could guide the sport expert through the
modeling procedure by using specific net-construction rules
such as the ”Causal mapping approach” presented by [13].
Both approaches are time consuming and expensive. This
motivated us to device a method which would automatically
construct a Bayesian network from the existing activity template.
3.1 Building the Bayesian network from activity
template
The activity template already contains all the information
needed to construct the network. It specifies the number and
type of elements and their temporal profile. This temporal
profile can be automatically transformed into the temporal
relations using some heuristic rules.
In order to be able to define the temporal relations between elements, we generate synthetic trajectories using the
spatio-temporal information from the template and apply the
element detectors to those trajectories. This way we obtain
the activity timeline that defines the actual time intervals in
which the elements occur. It should be noted that the screen
element, as it is defined in the template, is divided into the
move of the player that is making the screen to the screen
position and the actual screen element (e.g. elements pl 4
move and afterwards pl 4 screen for pl 5 in Figure 2).
By observing the starting and ending times of the element
intervals, we can define whether the element has to be executed before, within or simultaneously according to other elements from the activity. It is important, that we retain only
the relations to those elements that happen immediately before the element that is currently analyzed. This approach
does not guarantee the optimal definition of temporal relations, since it may happen that some additional relations
between elements which are not contextually dependent are
observed (e.g. pl 4 screen for pl 5 and pl 3 move in Figure
2). However, such temporal relations should be observed
anyway whenever the activity is executed correctly and thus
should not influence considerably the final activity evaluation.
Once the temporal relations are established, the network
building procedure can begin. The Bayesian network is divided into four contextual levels (Figure 3):
• Level four (the lowest level) nodes represent the temporal
relations between different elements. Their probabilities
are obtained from the outputs of temporal relation functions.
• Level three nodes represent the basic elements. They
carry the information about the execution of each individual element. Their probabilities are obtained from the
outputs of the element detectors.
• Level two contains the player nodes. These nodes define
the performances of individual players.
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0.5 and P (Xi = f alse) = 0.5) which means that the network does not contain any a priori knowledge. We tested
different a priori probabilities which yielded similar results.
However, we believe that even better a priori and conditional probability estimates could be obtained by analyzing
the outputs of different detectors or by considering the importance of element that a player has to perform. This information is also encoded in the activity template, however it is
currently not considered.

ppl 4 screen for 5

pl 5 move

pl 4 move

ppl 3 screen for 4
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pl 4 move

pl 3 move
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Figure 2: The timeline for the Double screen activity. The lines
represent he learned temporal relations. Full lines represent relation before and dashed lines represent relation within.

• Level one (the highest level) contains the activity node.
This node defines the overall execution correctness of the
observed activity.
The probabilities of nodes on the first and the second
level can not be observed directly from the trajectories
and therefore depend on the evidence from nodes on levels three and four and are given as posterior probabilities
P (Ai = true|e). The higher the posterior probability the
greater the chance that the activity was performed flawlessly.
Figure 3 shows an example of Bayesian network for the
”Double screen” template shown in Figure 1.

Activity

Player 4

Player 3

MOVE

BEFORE

BEFORE

SCREEN 3-4

WITHIN

MOVE

SCREEN 4-5

BEFORE

WITHIN

[←]

Player 5

MOVE

WITHIN

MOVE

WITHIN

Figure 3: Example for the Bayesian network for the Double screen
activity. Nodes represent the variables and the arrows represent
probabilistic relations between variables.

The obtained structure contains all the key elements
which are linked with the correct temporal relations. However, from the template we are only able to obtain the structure of the network, but in order to use the network we also
need to derive the conditional probabilities. This problem
has not yet been fully addressed, therefore we currently define these probabilities so that the a priori probabilities of all
the node variables are equal for all nodes (P (Xi = true) =

To test the performance of our activity evaluation method,
we acquired 63 trajectory segments of three different types
of basketball activities. The first type of activity was repeated 21 times, the second 24 and the third 18 times. To
obtain the trajectory segments, we performed supervised
tracking using a probabilistic color-based tracking algorithm
[11, 17]. Since the evaluation procedure requires that the
roles of players are known (i.e. we have to know which
trajectory represents which player role in the template), we
cast players into their respective roles using the method described in [18].
Our first goal was to determine if it is possible to establish
the type of the activity which the team is performing solely
from the final activity score. To do that, we have built the
appropriate template for each of the three basketball plays
and 14 additional templates, obtained from basketball literature [19, 10]. The templates have been transformed into
Bayesian networks with the procedure described in Section
3.
Table 1 shows the confusion matrix of the average activity scores when different templates are used to build the
network. The average activity score was calculated as the
mean value of all the scores for a particular type of activity
and represents the score that an average team would receive
when playing the activity in an average manner (i.e. it includes some perfectly executed activities as well as some of
those with several errors). However, since the average score
is not useful in cases when we want to determine the threshold that separates the positive and negative examples, Table
1 also shows the maximum posterior activity score for the
cases when the type of template and test example did not
match and the minimum posterior score for examples when
the type of template and test examples matched.
As it can be observed from Table 1, it is possible to classify the observed activity solely by the score it receives in the
evaluation procedure, since the average score is at least three
times greater in cases when the types of Bayesian network
and the performed activity match. The results for the minimum match case and maximum mismatch case also confirm
the above hypothesis and suggest that a suitable threshold
which separates the positive and negative examples could
be set at a score value of 60%. From this we can conclude
that Bayesian network, constructed automatically from the
activity template can be used to recognize the type of the
play which the team is performing.
The second important type information that can be obtained from the network is the performance of individual
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Table 1: The average efficiency score given as the posterior probability P (act = true|e). The best evaluation result obtained for
each activity type is displayed in bold. The ideal activity would
have the score of 100 %. The bottom two rows show the maximum
score of all examples when the template and test example mismatch
and the minimum of all cases when tested example match.
Activity scores [%]
Template type
P (Of f 1|e) P (Of f 2|e) P (Of f 3|e)
T1
89.06
16.99
4.51
T2
10.66
87.08
3.46
T3
2.42
1.96
90.52
T4
11.94
32.51
7.86
T5
5.96
2.71
2.64
T6
5.51
11.20
16.76
T7
2.99
3.52
21.59
T8
16.48
15.25
13.50
T9
6.91
7.95
16.78
T10
3.43
8.61
4.07
T11
2.29
3.15
4.41
T12
8.71
28.44
4.14
T13
10.98
6.16
5.55
T14
5.07
3.36
3.11
T15
18.47
11.30
2.23
T16
13.01
9.22
5.22
T17
19.25
9.55
3.88
Min. match
76.38
72.31
74.08
Max. mismatch
33.78
53.93
37.59

players and the reasons for the good or poor performance
of the team. This information can point coaches and players to the mistakes the players are making when performing
the activity since each element is graded separately and this
way can help them to improve the individual elements and
the overall performance.
Figure 4 shows the examples of two networks for the
same type of activity. Example (a) represents a well executed activity and example (b) represent an activity which
was executed poorly. By studying in detail the two networks, we can establish, that the main reason for the poor
execution of activity in Figure 4 (b) lies in the poor performance of players 2 and 5 (p2 and p5). Furthermore, we can
observe, that the main cause for their low grades is the lack
of execution of the screen (screen 5-2). Additionally player
2 also failed to perform the screen with player 1 (screen 1-2)
and therefore received the lowest score. The same conclusion was obtained by studying the archived activity video,
which showed that player 2 performed a wrong move in the
middle of the activity and therefore failed to execute the elements that should follow.
The immediate result of the above example study could
be the suggestion to the basketball coach that he should substitute players 2 and 5 or that the players should additionally train the activity with the special focus on the elements
which obtained the lowest scores.

5

Conclusion and future work

An approach for automatic evaluation of basketball activities with use of Bayesian networks was presented. The networks were built automatically from the activity templates
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which are commonly used by sport experts to pass their
ideas to players. The basic network structure was divided
into four levels. The first and the second level represent
the overall activity score and the scores of individual players, respectively. The values of the variables in these two
levels depend directly on the values of the lower two levels, which represent the execution of the key activity events
(level three) and their temporal relations (level four). The
values for the lower two levels are given in the form of soft
evidence and are obtained by the trajectory-based element
detectors and temporal relation functions.
Based on the results of testing on 63 real trajectory segments that vary significantly in time and space, we can conclude that Bayesian network which is obtained from the activity template can be used for the recognition of the type
of the performed activity. The results demonstrated that the
final activity score is three times greater in cases when type
of activity and type of the network match. Additionally, the
insight into the graphical structure of the Bayesian network
is helpful in further analysis the overall performance, i.e.
when we want to determine why a particular activity was
performed poorly. This can help the basketball experts to
discover and eliminate the causes for poor performance, thus
giving the team an additional insight into their game.
The presented approach could be extended to work in
other scenarios where the behavior can be specified by (possibly) multiple activity templates. For example, in surveillance such approach could be used to differentiate between
the expected and the unexpected pedestrian behavior.
Future work should be devoted to the analysis of the influence of conditional probabilities to the evaluation results.
These probabilities could be determined in such way that
they would reflect the importance of individual elements for
the overall action performance. Additionally, the evaluation
results should be validated by the basketball experts in order
to establish if the analysis results really reflect the opinion
of experts.
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Figure 4: Examples of scores for two activities of the same type. The numbers below the nodes represent the posterior scores for each node.
(a) Well executed activity. (b) Badly executed activity. The network shows that the player 2 and 5 performed their elements poorly.
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